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change in the truck line occurred under the hood. Facing competition in the pickup truck market
from the Chevrolet 6-cylinder engine, Ford decided to take a gamble, and offered their newly
designed Ford Flathead V8, originally slated as an option for passenger cars, in their truck line.
The decision would prove to be a popular one with the buying public. The 4-cylinder engine was
still offered as an economy option, but would eventually be phased out due to low demand.
Unlike the Ford passenger cars of the era, the trucks of the s would not receive many radical
styling changes. Spartan interiors and a design that focused on functionality over style would
be the standard for a line that would see only minor changes for the next few years. The next
noteworthy change in appearance occurred in Styling changes for both the passenger car and
truck line found favor with potential buyers, increasing sales for Ford. The trucks borrowed
some design cues from their passenger car cousins and featured a slanted-back grille and
windshield, tapered headlight housings, and curvaceous, skirted fenders. In , in an effort to
reintroduce an economy engine, Ford offered a downsized Flathead V8, down to cubic inches
from the standard cubic inches, as an option. The pickup included a new updated cab and bed,
a large oval grille, and generously rounded front and rear fenders. As the decade closed, Ford,
coerced by competition and public pressure, introduced hydraulic brakes for the first time in
With the arrival of the s, Ford pickup trucks and passenger cars shared styling traits closer than
ever before. In , the pickup truck carried such passenger car cues as a vee-shaped grille and
fenders with integral headlights. Interiors were also upgraded, sharing many car features such
as two-tone materials, chrome accents, and a dashboard that was more modern and less
utilitarian. By , Ford had made a departure from sharing passenger car styling with the truck line
but shortly after the new models were introduced, the US entered WWII. The production of
civilian vehicles was halted, allowing Ford to retool and concentrate on building a variety of
military vehicles, including aircraft engines and bombers. When the production of civilian
vehicles resumed in and into , the design of the pickup remained virtually unchanged from
Under the guidance of his grandson, Henry Ford II, a new direction for Ford trucks would take
place, beginning in with the introduction of the standard setting F-Series. In an effort to gain
some ground on the light truck sales leader, Chevrolet, Ford invested a significant amount of
resources, both in designers and dollars, toward the creation of their new pickups. Particular
attention was given to the one place where the driver spends the most time, the cab. The wide
cab, furnished with a comfortably upholstered coil spring bench seat, had sufficient room for a
driver and two passengers. The focus on driver comfort was even extended to the way the cab
was mounted upon the frame. The interior of the cab featured more trim items than usual for
period pickup trucks including sun visors, an ashtray, and an instrument panel designed with
accessibility in mind. The clearly visible gauges were complemented by the expansive view
from behind the wheel, as the driver looked over the hood through a wide single-paned
windshield. The body of the new F-Series saw its share of restyling as well. The front fenders
featured a wraparound appearance, coming together around a five-bar horizontal grille.
Headlights were nestled on either side of the grille rather than placed into the front fenders as
was previously done. A 3-speed floor shift transmission was standard for the F1 and F2
pickups, and the F3 1 ton pickup was offered with a 4-speed transmission as standard. By the
end of it was clear that the effort Ford put into designing the F-Series was worth it. Not wanting
to tamper with success, Ford changed little in the F-Series design for the next four years. A
significant engine change occurred in with the introduction of the overhead valve, CID
6-cylinder engine. The Second Generation F-Series was between and In , Ford celebrated its
50th anniversary. The year would see Ford introduce a new generation of F-Series trucks and
would be the last year for the venerable Flathead V8. For the next generation of pickup trucks,
new number designations, once again relating to load capacity, accompanied the new look. New
styling for included a more spacious cab with a wider bench seat and upgraded upholstery. The
instrument cluster was grouped into a single unit and all dashboard switches were relocated in
an effort to provide easier driver access from behind the wheel. A large, curved front windshield
was smartly slanted back in the cab. This not only increased visibility for the driver, but, along
with an option for a large rear window, would become a distinctive design element within the
F-Series for the next few years. While the engine options remained unchanged from the
previous year, the option of an automatic transmission was added for F in Changes to F-Series
line would be few from In , the curved windshield was expanded, giving the pickup a
wraparound windshield that, when combined with a full wraparound rear window option,
brought the F-Series to the apex of pickup design. The pickups produced by Ford from were not
only popular for their time, but remain to this day some of the most sought after models with

restorers and street rodders alike. The Third Generation was between and To answer the
popular high-styled pickups offered from Chevrolet beginning in , Ford introduced a radically
redesigned F-Series pickup for A flat, full-width hood added to the clean lines of the pickup and
provided greater visibility. A choice of pickup beds was offered, the traditional Flareside, with a
narrow bed, and the first true full-width Styleside bed with straight-through rear fenders.
Improved options for two-tone paint were available as a result of the new design. No longer
were just the roof and cab pillars painted white in a two-tone paint job. Now, a crease that ran
down the side of the fender and cab became the divider when two-tone paint schemes were
applied. Ford had previously only offered a four-wheel drive conversion done by an outside
manufacturer such as the Marmon-Harrington Company. Sticking with the success of the
previous two years, the F-Series pickup received only subtle ornamentation changes and a
restyled hood. Once again, Ford had a successful model, and the design elements implemented
in the F-Series would influence the modern look of all pickups to follow. The Fourth Generation
was produced between and A feature of the passenger car based Ford Ranchero since , the
integral cab and bed was an untraditional approach for pickup truck. When fully loaded, the bed
flexed at a different rate than the cab and once rust set in, Ford was forced to acknowledge that
the exciting new look of their unibody pickup came with the cost of inherent structural
problems. As a result, the design was short-lived. In , Ford reinstated the non-integral cab and
box style, and in , abandoned the unibody pickup truck design completely for the F-Series. For ,
Ford introduced the innovative Twin I-Beam independent front suspension. Offered on
two-wheel drive pickups, the new suspension gave a softer ride while at the same time,
provided better handling. Ford continued to provide more creature comforts for the F-Series
pickup trucks. A new trim level that included passenger car features such as floor carpeting,
bucket seats, and a console was available for the newly created Ranger model. The Fifth
Generation of Ford pickup trucks lasted from through Ford ignored the trend for softer, more
rounded bodylines, producing instead a truck with a crisp, angular look to it. Pickups were
available in multiple trim levels, often with bright body, side, and rocker panel mouldings as
prominent elements of the packages offered. Throughout this five-year span, the overall design
stayed the same and a continued emphasis was placed on offering car-like comfort and
convenience, as well as utility. In an effort to offer an engine option with fuel economy in mind,
Ford made the reliable small block CID, V8 available in As public demand grew for more comfort
and convenience options in pickup trucks, Ford obliged buyers with the Ranger XLT option in ,
and upped the ante again in with the Explorer package. By , you could order a pickup truck that
had nearly every option that was available for a passenger car. The Sixth Generation would be
the one that changed truck history forever. This generation lasted between and Significant
changes and upgrades were given to the Series that included larger cabins, front disc brakes, a
relocated gas tank outside the cab, improved heating and air, and more galvanized steel. Also
during this time, the 4-wheel-drive SuperCab made its debut. In , the F was introduced and has
since gone on to become the best selling truck ever. Now, that's grounds for bragging rights. In
order to avoid certain emission control restrictions back in the day, the F debuted between the F
and the F and the rest is history. The Ford Bronco was redesigned into a variation of the
F-Series in and featured a removable camper shell. In , the big block engine in the half ton truck
saw its final year. The Seventh Generation occurred between and This generation received the
first complete redesign since from the ground, up. Improved aerodynamics and fuel economy
and both interior and exterior modifications were made. In , diesel power was added to the
F-Series. In , a new high-output version of the 5. In , all other vehicles switched over to
electronic fuel injection. In , the F halted production, placing the F as the lightest pickup on the
market. In , the F no longer offered "3-on-the-tree" manual shifting. This generation was the first
to include upscale amenities such as power windows, power door locks, power mirrors, interval
windshield wipers, tinted windshield, locking gas cap, inside locking hood release, and so many
other options and standards were available during this new, technologically-charged
generation. The Eighth Generation was between and In the first year of this generation better
aerodynamics included a rounded front clip and softer lines around fender arches and the rear
bed and it sported an all new interior. The first 5-speed manual overdrive transmission was
introduced in and 4-speeds were discontinued. In , a C6 3-speed automatic was replaced as a
base automatic transmission by an E4OD, 4-speed electronically controlled automatic overdrive
unit. In , the F-Series 4. In , the F-Series had been established as being the nation's best selling
vehicle. The Ninth Generation was between and and the F-Series received a new facelift. The
FlareSide bed was reintroduced since its retirement in as an option, and a lower hood line, more
advanced aerodynamics, newly designed fenders and grille changes and interior upgrades were
notable. The models offered an updated dashboard with the addition of a driver's side airbag in
the F Also, a high mount, third brake stop light was included in the new look. New hi-tech

options included remote keyless entry with alarm, power driver's seat, and a compact disc
player. By , Ford had overtaken combined sales of Chevrolet and GMC for the first time in a
decade by reaching the , mark. Rare Indeed - Near the end of , the War Production Board
allowed Ford to resume a limited production run of heavy-duty trucks for civilian use. A
prospective buyer had to present proof that their business was vital to the war effort in order to
obtain a new vehicle. No Spare - When civilian production resumed in , many trucks were
delivered without a mounted spare tire, due to a continued shortage in rubber supplies. Best
Seller - In , the F-Series had been established as being the nation's best selling vehicle. Home
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day! Classic Chevy Truck Shop All. This was the Advance Design. Available through to , it came
in three sizes, the half-ton, three-quarter ton and full ton, with short or long wheelbases. In the
Chevy Advance Design did not have vent windows in the doors. The gas tank filler neck was
located on the passenger side of the bed and the hood side emblems read Chevrolet with either
Thriftmaster or Loadmaster underneath it. During this model year radios were available as an
in-dash option on the Advance Design. The Advance Design pickup had a 90 horsepower The
three-quarter ton and the half-ton each had a 3-speed standard transmission, or the optional
4-speed, which was only available for the one-ton pickup. In the manual transmission shifter
was relocated on the steering column, and the parking break was now a foot pedal on the far
left, no longer a floor mounted lever. Double clutching was now a thing of the past with the
replacement of the 4-speed spur-type transmission with a synchromesh. There were a few
changes in , such as the gas tank being relocated upright behind the back seat. Later that year
the emblems were replaced with numbers to reflect the cargo capacity of each truck, such as
the on the half-ton, on the three-quarter ton, and the on the one-ton, with CHEVROLET as the
side hood emblems. Thriftmaster, on the side hood emblems, was no longer used. This was the
last year for the 80 MPH speedometer, chrome wiper knobs and chrome door handles knows on
the windows, and also the year when the bed was changed from a 9-board to an 8-board layout.
The designation on the hood was dropped. There was no rear bumper offered. In the cu engine
was dropped. A rear bumper was now available and the side-mounted spare tire was offered for
the first time as an option. All the wiper knobs were a maroon plastic and the ID door plate,
previously black and silver, were now blue and silver in color. The windshield, once having a
vertical strip down the centre, was now one curved piece of glass. The grille, dashboard and
steering wheel design were updated ,the tail lights were now round and the carbo bed rails were
straight horizontal. As for engines, the Advance Design now had a in straight-6, and Hydramatic
automatic transmission as available as an option for the light-duty trucks. The Advance Design
was available through to when the new Early V8 pickup trucks were introduced. As for the look
of the truck, two-tone cabs were available as an option for the first time, but the top had to be
white. The design for was the same as , but the hood-side emblem was now redesigned and the
enclosed torque tube was replaced with an open driveshaft. The Chevrolet Task Force was
introduced in late and was produced through It had the new wraparound windshield and an
optional wraparound rear window on the deluxe cabs. A new 12 volt electrical system was in
place and fenders had single headlights and a one-piece emblem below the horizontal line on
the fender. During the Chevrolet Cameo Carrier was also introduced. It was a two-toned truck
with automatic transmission , a V8, and fiberglass panels which were added to the Chevy steel
carbo-box. A chrome grille, full wheel covers and chrome bumpers were standard on the
Cameo. In the Task Force got a wider hood emblem and lost its egg crate grille design. In the
hood was flattened out and the fender emblems were oval instead of a script design. In the
light-duty trucks were renamed the Apaches, medium-duty trucks named Vikings and
heavy-duty trucks called Spartans. The trucks were given four headlights and a wider, shorter
grille, with parking lights available in the grill. Factory-equipped air conditioning was now
available. The Chevy truck design would barely change in , other than a nicer, larger hood
emblem and the badging on the fenders having a new design. The Chevy Trucks between did
not have much differentiating each year, but there were several firsts, including the drop-center
ladder frame resulting in a lower cab. In , GM introduced the categories for the trucks, to replace
the , and designations. The badges on the trucks were carried over from previous years, such
as the 10 to 40 series labelled as the Apache, the 50 to 60 series called the Vikings, and the 70 to
80 series called Spartans. From model years, the Chevrolet trucks had torsion bar front
suspension and trailing arm rear suspension. There were only two trim lines, custom and base.
Engines available were the GMC cu in V6, cu 3. In a new grille and a new base cu 3. Both the
Chevrolet 1. The Chevrolet cab was changed. Standard engines were still the and the 6-cylinder,
while the Other than this, from to there were even fewer changes. The GMC models had leaf

springs as a standard feature with optional coil springs, with the 4-wheel drive models of both
Chevrolet and GMC had leaf springs on both axles. With came the new side-marker reflectors on
the fenders, while the C40 and C60 trucks kept the small rear cab window, it was now
discontinued for the other models. For the GMC lettering was gone from the crossbar and the
grille was redesigned. Two new interior packages were available; the Convenience and the
Custom Comfort. A special 50th anniversary package which included a white-gold-white paint
job was produced. It had an extra 6 inches on the bed and a inch wheelbase. There were several
new changes in store for The cu V8 was kicked up to cid with a horsepower of up to , both
Chevrolet and GMC trucks received a new hood shape and the Chevrolet got a new grille
design. Inside the trucks there were several interesting changes, including the addition of a foot
pedal break, replacing the hand-operated parking brake, and the replacing of the 3-spoke
steering wheel and chrome horn button with a 2-spoke steering wheel with plastic horn button.
Those who wanted a 2-tone look were now able to choose from lower and upper side moldings.
Along came with a truck load of changes. The new egg crate design grille was part of the new
look for the Chevy truck, and a new trim package, the Cheyenne, was available for the
Chevrolet; also known as the Sierra for the GMC models. The Cheyenne and Sierra trim package
included luxuries such as new carpet, chrome trim, a better interior with more padding and
better insulation, lower and upper side moldings and tailgate trim. For there were very few
actual changes to differentiate the and the models. The rear view window was moved from the
top of the cab to the windshield. The window and door cranks were a little longer, and metal and
vinyl flat door panels were no longer available. Door panels were now molded plastic for all trim
levels, with the Cheyenne and Sierra trim having integral armrests and inserts of wood grain for
both the Sierra and Cheyenne trims. This was the era of the square-body or box-body truck.
There was a Rounded-Line of GM trucks, which had rounded corners on the windshield, cab
roof, and doors, more comfortable seating and louvers behind the hood for better ventilation.
The front fenders were slanted and the tail lamps wrapped around, which really stood out in
combination with the new curved shoulderline that flowed across the back tailgate on both GMC
Wideside and Chevrolet Fleetside models. The rounded-line generation would be produced
through to Buyers had the choice of two boxes: a full width pickup box with a flared
shoulderline and round wraparound tail lamps, with either steel or wood floor, known as the
Fleetside by Chevrolet and the Wideside by GMC; and a narrow width pickup box with exposed
fenders, steps, and standalone tail lamps, and the option of a wood floor, known as the Stepside
by Chevrolet and the Fenderside by GMC. Four-wheel drive became standard on all V8s in As
for design changes, there was an aluminum panel added to the center of the tailgate. These trim
levels continued through to , but in the luxury trim levels were discontinued. It was in that the
dual front lap-and-shoulder seatbelts were introduced. They had emergency locking retractors
for outboard occupants, and a new center safety belt, complete with slack adjustment, was
available for a center occupant. Other new features included new tempered and safety glass,
prismatic rearview window, and new 6 turn-signal indicator lamps with asymmetrical flash and
4-way hazard light functionality. For Chevy trim levels were changed again. There were now new
grilles and, instead of orange turn front turn signals, there was a clear-to-white design. A new
woodgrain dash accent on the passenger side, along with plaid upholstery, was now part of the
base model. As for engines, a cu 6. Other than a new voltage meter replacing the ammeter and
the removal of engine size decals from the grille, the models did not have a lot of changes.
There were optional deluxe chrome bumpers with rubber impact strips, and the Rally wheels
were an option. Those wanting to save some money could now opt for a Bonanza trim package.
Chevy Blazers now had an integrated roll bar, as well as a metal roof over the front seats and
fiberglass roof over the back seats. The Bonus-Cab, with extra space for passengers, was new
for In , however, there were not only new grilles, a 4-wheel drive, full 1-ton chassis was now
added to the lineup. This was when the power door locks and power windows were available as
options. There were new flat dash trim panels, and base models had new flat stainless hubcaps.
Models with a bed now had fuel doors to disguise the fuel caps. C30 1-tons, called the K30s,
now offered 4-wheel drive, like the C10 and C They had a 4,lb front driving axel, a modified lb
rear axle, a 4-speed transmission and power steering. The Chevrolet and GMC got a new grille
and an interior facelift, with new seat trim and a new white and grey color option on the higher
series called Mystic by GMC and Oyster by Chevrolet. The blue interior would be a shade darker
in Also in higher end trim levels of Chevrolet truck had near-flush square headlights, new turn
signals, and a new grille. Fuel economy was a big issue after the energy crisis, and things had
to change. In California a cu 5. K-Series pickups received a new shift-on-the-move 4-wheel drive
system with 2-speed dual range New Process aluminum transfer case, instead of the old
4-wheel drive system. This system included automatic self-locking hubs and gearing that made
it possible to shift the truck from 2-wheel drive to 4-wheel drive when traveling up to 25mph.

The new 4-speed Turbo-Hyrdramatic R4 with overdrive gearing was introduced for , as well as
the cu 6. In quadruple headlights were now optional. Hood ornaments were gone and the wiper
control, high beam lights and cruise control were now on the turn signal stick. The Vortec V6
with 4-barrel carburetor was introduced in , but was the last year Chevrolet truck engines would
have carburetors. All came with either 2-wheel drive or 4-wheel drive, and would have
independent front suspension. Visually, there were there were three trim levels offered, the
Silverado, Scottsdale, and the Cheyenne. Under the hood four different engines, 4. In a limited
run of a half-ton 2WD Sport package was introduced, mainly to see how well consumers would
like it. This was a trim and towing package not really available on other Chevy trucks. It offered
black and red bumper and body trim, a red outlined Chevrolet emblem on a new black grille,
custom center caps on new chrome wheels and custom fog lights. During this same year a 4x4
sport appearance package was also available, with a sports grille, mirrors, wheel flares, black
bumper and body trim, a 4X4 badge on the box and the word SPORT on the tailgate both with
red-outlined Chevy bow tie emblems, as well as inch cast-aluminum wheels. This sports
package was available through to , and was available with the regular Fleetside box and the
standard cab. As for colors, they were limited to white, red and black. A special Sport package
was available for Fleetside Chevrolet trucks in as well. Along with body-colored striped
molding, body-colored bumpers, blacked out grille, chrome-plated steel wheels and chromed
plastic center caps, it also included a standard Chevrolet Receiver hitch. An improved, stronger
brake package and oil and transmission cooling lines were also included. While only Silverado
sport trucks were produced, it came back in with composite headlights and new sport emblems.
The 4-speed manual transmission would be discontinued in It was only available in Onyx Black
and featured special rims, SS decals on the side of the bed, a black grille, bumpers and mirrors,
a front air dam and fog lights. Inside were high-backed plush reclining sport bucket seats and a
center console, all done in a Garnet Red with black trim. The 4L80E 4-speed automatic
transmission would be added to the Chevrolet SS, along with a new tachometer and dual
exhaust. Numerous interior colors and two new colors would become available in , Victory Red
and Summit White. The decals on the tailgate and the rear quarter panels were changed to a
more modern SS in It had a standard chassis cab, and a Dana 80 drive axle. Truck buyers could
choose between the 4L80E 4-speed OD automatic transmission and the NV 5-speed manual
transmission. From through to the C HD pickup came with either a 7. Both of these engines
would be replaced by the Gen VI 7. The new 4L60E transmissions were part of the and series
trucks in On the outside was a new two-tone look, folding exterior mirrors, and a new satin
textured finish on the door handles. In extended cab models now had the option of a
passenger-side third door. Home Chevy Trucks. Classic Chevy Truck. GM introduced the
categories for the trucks, to replace the , and designations The Chevy Trucks between did not
have much differentiating each year, but there were several firsts, including the drop-center
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